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It's Nigh Onto Christmas:
And There's Music In The Air
by Merab Eberle
Fifty small girls in long powder blue gowns and a like number of boys in Eton suits will step in the rhythms
of a processional to their places on a silver-grey tiered platform. Silver spruce trees will know a sudden flowering
in blue lights and the city's annual concert by the Inland Children's Chorus and the Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra will be under way.
Two performances will be staged this season to take care of those desiring to see this almost spectacular
performance; the first next Saturday evening and the second, Sunday afternoon, December 17, in Memorial Hall.
People say when they see these singers trained to precision of deportment, costumed in taste and singing
with much of sweetness and no small fervor, "It doesn't seem like Dayton!" What they mean is that with this
staging the performance does not resemble an amateur performance here or elsewhere. Now there is good
reason that it should look so well, for a master hand in scenic effects has so ordered.
The Inland Manufacturing division of General Motors Corporation which sponsors the chorus, brings here
each season Raymond Sovey of New York City who builds up glamorous settings for New York productions.
Now without the singing children, Mr. Sovey couldn't do anything. Here is where Richard Westbrock,
Dayton organist and choirmaster, comes in. Nine years ago he was approached by Col. Wallace A. Whittaker
who asked that Westbrock take over the task of organizing a chorus made up of children of Inland employees.
One hundred and ninety children are trained annually by Westbrock for concert performance. Those who
do the best work are selected for the Christmas appearance with the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra.
Mr. Westbrock directs the different sections of the choir-soprano, second soprano, and alto−separately
and then brings them together each Saturday for ensemble rehearsal. Some of the children are in the chorus
because their parents want them to profit culturally; others because they love to sing and wouldn't give up a
rehearsal for a party topped with ice cream and cake.
The director needs to be something of a disciplinarian and is something of a disciplinarian. When he is
present, the children keep expectant order. Should he depart for a moment there is restless stirring which
mounts to pandemonium.
And how does he exact obedience? His methods are not drastic, but they are onerous. Each culprit is made
to write out 100 times such self-counseling as "I must be better behaved" ... "I am going to sit still" ... "I intend
to keep from whispering.“
Should the required exercise not be handed in by the next rehearsal, the punishment is doubled. By the time
that it reaches the point of 400 the child, humbled under the sense of increasing penalty and some parental
pressure, comes forth with completed task and bettered behavior.
The chorus broadcasts each Christmas Eve, either in person or in transcription. Last Christmas Eve a former
member of the chorus, serving in the armed forces of this country, heard his own voice being broadcast in
transcription from Dayton as he listened to a radio program in Brazil.
Yes, some of the boys who sang with the chorus back in 1936 are now serving their country. Some of the
girls who were little maidens then are wives and mothers and are asking Westbrock to hold places open in the
chorus for their children.
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